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About This Game

Full Scale Restoration of the Japanese battleship “Yamato” in VR.

Battleship Yamato was constructed during the World War Ⅱ in 1941, and it was the biggest battleship ever built. Unfortunately,
Yamato didn’t last through the war, and it sank to the bottom of the sea.

Now, battleship Yamato is completely restored in full scale in VR. It is based on the blueprints and the recollections of the
actual crew who are still alive.

In this app, you can actually get on Yamato and walk across the deck, climb up the bridge, and go inside the ship.
See the Yamato crew taking command. View the explosions of the gun fire from a close distance.

The list below shows what you can actually see in the first edition of VR Yamato.

・Deck
・Inside the first bridge
・Inside the main gun

・Scene of the crew practicing firing the gun
・Fire control center

・Captain’s cabin
・Pilot house

・Hangar
・Ship’s kitchen
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With VR Yamato, enjoy the battleship from the perspective of an actual crew.
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Title: VR Battleship YAMATO
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Kanda Technologies
Publisher:
Kanda Technologies Inc.
Release Date: 17 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-Bit or later

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 8 GB available space

English,Japanese
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Gonna cost me more to pull her in FGO in a few months :(. Please! For the love of God Save your money!!!
Dont be fooled by what looks like a good idea, it's ruined by looooooooooooong wait times. and dumb Ai.
I went into this thinking that the dipllomacy part would be a really fun and nifty part of gameplay. Boy! Was I wrong. It takes 10
turns to do anything diplomacy related and then you really dont get anything from it. No trading no allies just an AI that's going
to sit there and wait untill you get bored and declare war on them.
Next complaint. The Ai is a steam roller. No other option. It took me 200 turns to see my first bit of conflict and when I
engaged there fleet it had 20 ships in a single tile... NOT FUN... Needless to say they rolled over all my planets and I knew, very
safely that I wasted 20 dollars.
Do you have 20 dollars burning a hole in your pocket and 4 hours to spend? Go to the movies..... 4 / 10

A very basic, short and frequently awkward low budget survival horror game without replay value, in which navigation on the
off-chance through dull mazes basically is the game's one-track challenge. The redeeming touch of 90's retro and decent
atmosphere on the other hand, coupled with the ridiculous soft-porn dialogue and lousy voice-over attached to the pretty much
non-existent plot, Darkness Assault pleasantly somehow becomes a brief treat to fans of the survival horror genre for a
considerably cheap price as well as easy achievements.. Paid Alpha for the 2016 version. It sucks, too.. Quite interesting. For
what at first seems like a mobile port of a Tower Defense it's actually more like a turn based strategy game with really unusual
cartoon characters. The multi-game mode is unorthodox and interesting.
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What is even WonderCat Adventures? I started thinking about the questions WonderCat raised at they legit broke my brain.
Why does a one button game not have the ability to remap controls? What the hell does this have to do with cats? Why are
mobile games so soulless? Combining these questions with even stupider ones has caused me actual pain. It's not often my
hobby activly hurts me. On the flip side I can say a few things positive about this fustercluck. The “gameplay” functions
flawlessly and it didn’t crash. Positivity over. Can you delete games from your steam library? I’m too lazy to look it up but I
would do it for this game if I knew how to do it. *facepalm* *life questioning sigh*. Very basic dungeon crawler, there seems
to be 4 or 5 different enemy models with slight variations. Almost all items can be bought in shop and are just your basic x dmg
or y armor type - finding treasure and secrets just gives you a bit of money and some generic shop item. Skills and stats give
some very basic bonuses and are pretty boring.. it dosent work for me but other than that the soundtrack is great. I am having a
VR setup since December and I have seen A LOT, that includes a ton of games, "experiences", demos. And also a bunch of
social VR apps, incl. Altxxxxx, HiFi and some others. This one I have to say blows ALL these experiences out of the water - by
miles!

Let me see. Today, this Friday night...I have been in a giant show which was excellently done with anime dancers. I climbed
about a mile up in the sky with some people and then we dropped down. I have been in some sort of anime\/game forest. I have
been in a bowling alley which appeared very real, complete with 50s music and disco light :) I have been in a bar with about 20
people and a bar tender busy running around and serving drinks. I have been in an abandoned prison with scary ghosts, traps and
all kinds of stuff. We have played games like CTF and we've been in an old Western town where we were the Sherrifs and shot
some bad Bandit dudes :)

A lot of fun also with people showing off their insanely creative avatars. I took my headset off later on and realized that I
"experienced" more things in one single night than a normal person could ever experience in "real life" in a night, uh..a week or
a month even. This is just frickin' awesome beyond words.

From a technical point of view, the avatars are excellent and VRchat even allows making and importing your own from Unity.
Lip sync, eye tracking and all. Some of the best avatars I have ever seen. The entire system seems polished and runs smooth.

VRChat must have hundreds of "worlds" including games etc. to choose from since you can browse them for an half an hour
and still didn't see them all. This is crazy. Uh, that being said people can also design their own worlds and games and put them in
there. Possibilites: Endless. MIND. BLOWN.

And the people are ALL extremely friendly and supportive etc.

This is VR as good as it can get with TONS of fun and infinite things to do. Seriously it's mind-blowingly good.
. Nope. That's all.. You get a fair amount of older German freight waggons, including some liveries of the BR151 and the
BR243 (K\u00f6f) shunting engine. Quite nice all together if you love some variety in Freight waggons.. I am deeply sadden by
this game, because I have never seen such a great potential for a game to be something amazing that was never achieved.
Rockets does something that few other games do, it takes a concept, simplifies it, and then perfects it. When you play this game,
you find yourself in one of the best feeling, looking, and joy filling games you will ever play, so why is it bad? This game may
have some of the best combat you will ever experience, but you can do nothing with it. Imagine Rockets like an towering
skyscraper, it is jaw dropping, beautiful, and unbreakable. So what is the problem with the building? Well the thing is empty!
There is no furniture, no colors, no substance. They have laid the ground work for one of the biggest games we could ever see,
but they have left their foundation completely empty. There is two game modes, (Both of which are just the basic battle with
different health systems.) one AI, four maps, and thats really it, where as what the game doesn't have is more customization,
more single player ability, and ONLINE! Why would you not give this game online, that just doesn't make sense! I hate to see
such an amazing game go down in history as just another indie game, just because it didn't give people enough to talk about, but
here it is, and here is will stay. The perfect recipe for something amazing that they just didn't take the time to make into a dish..
Short (I needed less than an hour to finish), but nice atmosphere and different possibilities to actually die increase the tension.
Puzzles difficulty level is low, but it at least forced me to take some notes on safe codes, frequencies and especially the plant-
mix-puzzle.
I enjoyed this one.. A game that should be more fun that it actually is unfortunately but for cheap it's a nice diversion for a bit.
Still there are better combat racers out there so give it a try for cheap but you won't be missing out on anything special if you
don't.

EDIT: Just fired up on a lark and this game is basically a really lame rip-off on the twisted metal brand that doesn't even come
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close to delivering a competent car racing combat experience. No way should such a shoddy game have a positive rating even if
it was free to play.. BUT...
WHO WAS MIKE?
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